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Content 

I.  Reinforcement learning… of  (reward) risk 
•  Link with outlier risk 

II.  Learning of  stochastic affectively neutral stimuli 
•  Specifically: Bayesian learning 
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Messages - methods 

•  Why “contrasts” in imaging can be misleading 

•  Why knowing the biology behind behavior is important 

•  How “converging evidence” works 

•  Understanding models beyond the mathematics 

•  Experiments are not simply about “treatment” vs “control” 
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2. Reinforcement 
learning… of (reward) 

risk 
•  How does the human brain 

process risk related to rewards? 

•  What are the computational 
algorithms that the brain uses? 

•  How general are these 
(algorithms)? Any potential 
shortcomings that would explain 
cognitive biases? 
•  Or that would explain 

heterogeneity? 
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The midsagittal views depict the brain
with the Talairach space (ICL: inter-
commissural line, VCA: plane which is

Surface views of the brain which is
shown in the subsequent pages. The
most important gyri are delineated.

vertical to the intercommissural line
at the level of the anterior commis-
sure). 

VCA VCA
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a simple  
gamble 

•  With each card, 
update: 
•  EXPECTED 

REWARD 

•  RISK 
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Risk and reward 

•  Expected reward 
increases linearly 

•  Risk (reward 
variance) is quadratic 
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Neural activation 
correlating with risk 

•  fMRI signal 
per level of  
reward 
probability; 
averaged 
across 
subjects 

•  Activation 
AFTER 
seeing first 
card 
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Anterior insula 

•  Known to “convert” emotions 
into “feelings” 

•  (Ability to sense heartbeat ~ 
size) 

•  Related to self-awareness 

•  Activates especially in reaction 
to disgust, pain 

•  Involved in empathy 
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Cool mathematics in a 
quintessentially emotional 
part of the human brain! 



Other regions 

•  Anterior cingulate 
cortex 

•  Inferior frontal 
gyrus 
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Predicting Choice? 

13

Using brain signals to 
predict choice

! VSt (ventral striatum): 
correlates with expected 
reward

!   ACC (anterior cingulate 
cortex): correlates with 
(objective) risk

!   IFG (inferior frontal gyrus): 
correlates with (subjective) 
risk

•  (Christopoulos ea, J 
Neuroscience 2009)

•  (ACC and IFG have opposite 
effects: opponent theory in 
biology) fMRI brain signals predicts risk taking
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Causing temporary 
“lesions” 
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Disrupting process using 
transcranial magnetic stimulation

!   Disrupting inferior 
frontal gyrus leads to 
reduced risk aversion

•  (Knoch ea, J Neuroscience 
2006)
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Learning risk 

•  … based on (reward) reinforcement learning 

•  Core: prediction error 
•  Here, it is a risk prediction error 

•  Not a reward prediction error 
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risk prediction error 
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•  Traditional reward prediction 
error: reward minus expected 
reward 

•  Risk =  expectation of  size of  
reward prediction error  

•  Risk prediction error 



Sophisticated… 
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fMRI evidence 

Risk prediction error after first and second card. No risk, and 
hence, zero risk prediction error if  first card is 1 or 10 
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Location relative to 
risk signal 
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Psycho-physiological 
measurements 

•  Heartbeat 

•  Skin conductance 

•  … 

•  PUPIL DILATION 
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Pupil dilation 

•  Pupil dilation  

•  … correlates with risk prediction 
error (Preuschoff  ea, Frontiers in 
Neuroscience 2011) 

•  There is a link between pupil dilation 
and (phasic) changes in 
norepinephrine levels 

•  Could study this pharmacologically 
(Propranolol? Retalin also blocks 
dopamine re-uptake) 

•  … or with fMRI? 
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Preuschoff et al. Pupil dilation signals surprise

novelty, etc.) that are independent of the first card’s value and thus
independent of all decision variables. Although the fits are sugges-
tive, technically, risk, reward, and offset are incommensurate, as
they are measured in units of $2, $, and 1 respectively, and thus
effect sizes could change based on a linear scaling of the reward.
To assess the significance of the results independent of any lin-
ear scaling of the decision variables we studied the correlation
between pupil dilation on the one hand and probability or risk on
the other hand. This reveals a high negative correlation between
risk and pupil dilation (Figure 2F, top), which is significantly dif-
ferent from 0 (p < FDR0.05 = 0.045) starting at t = 0.46 s till the
second card is drawn (Figure 2F, bottom). No significant correla-
tion between probability and pupil dilation is found at any point
in time (r < 0.31; p > 0.17 throughout, Figure 2F). These data
show that pupil dilation after the first card reflects the risk of the
outcome, not the probability of winning or expectation of reward.

Pupil after the first card signals risk. Risk reflects the expec-
tation of errors and influences how reward prediction errors are
perceived: the more certain we were about the outcome – i.e., the
lower our risk was – the higher will be our surprise, if our expec-
tations are not met. Since violation of expectations necessitates
updating of beliefs, surprise has been suggested as a trigger signal
for learning. While surprise can be formalized in various ways,
e.g., as the improbability of an event (Shannon, 1948), it generally
captures the violations of our expectations beyond reward pre-
diction error. We here quantify surprise by risk prediction error
[Mathematical Details – Models of Expected Reward, Uncertainty
(Risk), and Surprise (Risk Prediction Error)]. After the first card,
risk prediction error is identical to the negative risk plus a con-
stant offset. This coupling between risk and risk prediction error
is a common confound in risky decision making and independent
from the quantification of risk and surprise. The current paradigm
allows us to dissociate the contribution of risk and risk prediction
errors to pupil dilation, by analyzing the data following the draw
of the second card. At this point participants know the outcome
of their bet and thus experience no more risk. However, partici-
pants can either be highly surprised (e.g., if a low risk first card
yields an unexpected outcome) or lowly surprised (e.g., if a low
risk card yields an expected outcome). Consequently, the negative
correlation between risk and risk prediction errors that is inher-
ently present after the first card, disappears after the second card
is drawn.

We again start with a qualitative view on surprise by splitting
the data after the second card into high and low surprise. Sur-
prise indeed shows an effect on pupil dilation, which is significant
(p < FDR0.05 = 0.0077, Figure 4A) from 0.79 to 1.56 s (Figure 4B),
and observed in all individuals (Figure 5). At the time of peak sig-
nificance (t = 1.12 s) pupil dilation clearly follows the model of
surprise as risk prediction error (Figures 4C,D), irrespective of
whether the outcome is a win (gray) or a loss (black). The out-
come itself does not differentially affect the pupil (t -tests between
win and loss: p > 0.26 for all time-points). Quantitative analysis
shows a significant correlation between risk prediction error and
pupil dilation at t = 1.12 s (r = 0.76; p = 0.0003, Figure 4E). This
significant correlation (p < 0.042 = FDR0.05) is observable early
after the card (from 0.18 to 0.24 s and at 0.55 s) and persists with
a short interruption (2.40–2.48 s) from 0.80 s till the participant

FIGURE 4 | Second card. (A) Pupil dilation after the second card depending
on whether surprise is high (gray) or low (black) after the second card. To
include all data, high surprise here is defined to occur when expected
reward prior to the second card was positive and the actual outcome is a
loss (P 1 > 0 and P 2 = !$1) or when the expected reward was negative and
the actual outcome is a win (P 1 < 0 and P 2 = +$1); conversely, if expected
reward had been positive and outcome is a win (P 1 > 0 and P 2 = $1) or
expected reward had been negative and outcome is a loss (P 1 < 0 and
P 2 = !$1), surprise is low. Otherwise notation as in Figure 2A. (B)
Significance of difference between high and low surprise according to (A).
Notation as in Figure 2B. (C) Model: Risk prediction error (RE2) as measure
of surprise after the draw of the second card as function of first card (c")
and actual outcome (P 2: win or loss). Note that there are no data for (c" = 1,
win) and for (c" = 10, loss), since c" = 1 implies pwin,1 = 0 and thus certain
loss (P 2 = !$1) as well as c" = 10 implies pwin,1 = 1 and thus certain win
(P 2 = +$1), (D) Points: Pupil dilation at peak significance of (A,B) (t = 1.12 s
after second card) split by first card (c") and outcome (P 2: win or loss);
mean and SEM over participants. Lines: fits of risk prediction error (RE2)
according to (C). (E) Correlation of risk prediction error (RE2) as quantitative
measure of surprise and pupil dilation at time point of peak significance. (F)
Time course of correlation in (E) for the period after the second card. Top:
correlation coefficient, bottom: probability of correlation being different from
0. Horizontal line: alpha-level for expected FDR of 5% (FDR0.05 = 0.042).
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Link with outliers 

•  Is size of  realized reward prediction error bigger 
than expected? 

•  If  so, things may have changed…  

•  Regime shifts (Econometrics) 
•  “Unexpected Uncertainty” (Yu-Dayan) 
•  “Jumps” (Payzan) 
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Computational 
Neuroscience (Yu-Dayan) 

•  Outliers (relative to a gaussian world) signal regime change 

•  Learning rate will go up after regime change is detected, 
effectively discounting past information faster 

•  y=observation, x=state, epsilon=observation error 
(gaussian), eta=gaussian state error, xi=Poisson state 
shock, i.e., the outlier! 



“Animal model” 
… AND NOREPINEPHRINE 
 

 Enhancing NE levels induces rats to abandon old 
“hypotheses” and find the newly optimal paths in 
a navigation task 

  (Or are they more sensitive to signals of 
UNEXPECTED UNCERTAINTY, i.e., that 
something changed? Yu-Dayan, Neuron 2005) 32 
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task 

•  Let’s focus on what happens when reward probabilities 
JUMP (for a color) 
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values of the outcome probabilities, as well as the probabilities of a
jump (or the occurrence of a jump). We replicated this base version
– to be referred to as Treatment 3 below. Additionally, we ran two
variations of this board game, where we reduced the amount of
structural information we gave the participants. We elaborate
below. The three variations represent varying levels of model or
structural uncertainty.
To analyze the results, we implemented a forgetting Bayesian

algorithm [25] based on multinomial sampling under the Dirichlet
prior with dynamic adjustment of the learning rate to evidence of

the presence of jumps. In [9], a hierarchical Bayesian scheme was
investigated as well. While qualitatively the same (and producing
indistinguishable behavioral fits), the forgetting algorithm produc-
es explicit learning rates, while in the hierarchical Bayesian approach,
learning rates are only implicit. The availability of explicit
formulae facilitated our analysis of the impact of the three levels
of uncertainty on the learning speed.
In each trial T , an option l generated either the fixed loss

outcome, denoted by r1, with probability pl1T , the null outcome
(r2), with probability pl2T , or the fixed reward outcome (r3), with

Figure 1. Six-arm restless bandit task. A The six-arm restless bandit is implemented graphically as a board game. Six locations correspond to the
six arms. Locations are color-coded; blue locations have lower average unexpected uncertainty than red locations. Blue locations pay 1, 0 or 21 CHF
(Swiss francs). Red locations pay 2, 0 or 22 CHF. Chosen option is highlighted (in this case, location 5). Participants can freely choose a location each
trial. Histories of outcomes in locations chosen in the past are shown by means of coin piles. B Visual representation of risk and estimation
uncertainty. Risk can be tracked using entropy, which depends on the relative magnitudes of the outcome probabilities, i.e., the relative heights of
the bars in the left chart. The bars represent the three estimated outcome probabilities (mean of the posterior probability distribution or PPD).
Entropy (risk) is maximal when the bars are all equal. Estimation uncertainty is represented by the widths of the posterior distributions of the
outcome probabilities, depicted in the right chart.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1001048.g001

Learning In Restless Bandits

PLoS Computational Biology | www.ploscompbiol.org 3 January 2011 | Volume 7 | Issue 1 | e1001048



norepinephrine nucleus reaction 
to outliers Or “jumps” 

•  Locus coeruleus correlates with the 
probability that a jump has 
occurred 

•  Signal CORRECTED for impact 
on LEARNING RATE (so this is 
not just a mechanical change in the 
learning rate due to surprise) 

(From Payzan-Le 
Nestour, ea, Neuron, in 
press) 
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Do outliers always 
signal a “regime shift”? 

•  NO! 

•  Think about black swans… 
(Nassim Taleb?) 

•  But if  the norepinephrine 
system is built for outliers-
that-signal-regime-shifts, it is 
ill adapted to the other type 
of  outliers! 
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Allow For A 
Continuum Of Jumps 

•  Here, eta is extreme-value (say, Cauchy – for which 
variance is not even defined) 

•  Outliers happen all the time have a permanent effect 
– signal regime shift: outliers of  the first kind 
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Examples 

•  Simulation 

•  Empirical 
Example? 
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Task 

•  python game6.py (1,1,21) 
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Optimal Policy 

•  Learning rate 
increases in 
prediction error 

•  Typically 
observed: see 
blue stars 

•  (Ignore red) 
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Outliers Of The 
Second Kind 

•  Observation error epsilon is extreme-value, while state 
transition is standard Gaussian 

•  Now outliers do NOT signal a “regime change” – only 
a temporary deviation 

•  (Stock markets: October 1987; much of  2007 “slow-
motion crash;” FX market - see picture) 
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examples 

•  Simulation 

•  Empirical 
Example? 
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Task 

•  python game6.py (1,1,11) 
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This Participants Got 
It Right... (Red Crosses) 

•  Decrease 
learning rate 
with 
prediction 
error! 
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But Typically, Subjects 
Do Not Get It Right 

Does the norepinephrine system stand in the way 
of  learning this type of  risk? 



Preliminary lessons 

•  Why knowing the biology behind behavior is important 
•  Biology may be ill adapted (see outliers) 
•  Biology arbitrates between multiple models that can hardly/cannot be 

distinguished behaviorally (see jump risk) 

•  How “converging evidence” works 
•  `fMRI, psychophysiology, animal model, pharmacology, TMS,… 

•  Understanding models beyond the mathematics 
•  Reinforcement learning is about prediction errors 
•  Understand what outliers really mean (what does “abnormal” mean?) 

•  Experiments are not simply about “treatment” vs “control” 
•  Change risk prediction error continuously 
•  Control for mechanistic changes in learning rate when tracking jump risk 
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